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Bi(9) according to L.Introduction The space (2) iez
HSrmander [1] p. 45, p. 77 rather shows a common structure of the
spaces belonging to a family. Then we will show here the above struc-
ture (with the extended form) described in the form of ranked space
([2] p. 4)in Theorem I-2 etc., 1, and show the concrete meaning
transcendental ranks appearing in ur rnked space in Example I-1,, 1. Next, we will show the concrete spaces as the special orm o
"the space in 1" in Theorems I-3, I-4, 2. Our extension is based on
the unified description o the theorems on hypoellipticity which is
related to C and related to a set o2 analytic unctions defined in [3]
p. 820 (c. [1] p. 102, p. 178). The contents o this paper is a part o
our further aim "the constructive systematization (i.e. ranked system-
atization by using transcendental ranks) or the theory o partial
differential equation", because ranked space has a sort o totally
ordered structure defined by the inclusion o pre-neighbourhoods with
larger ranks.

1. Extension of () as a ranked space. Hereafter, we use the
ollowing notations; K-{k() 0k(+V)(l+C[) k(v), where C,N

>0, , V e R}, B,- u u e (’), ua unction, llul], ((2z)
()()d <+ whereK,lpand

I-(()())l’d <+, where ’-/(--1), ’-1 for p-,

and p’-- for --1. D; oen eonneeted set in R. L(D){f; Carrier
fD}. P" diff. op. etc., no(o;,,.. P)-{; P (), pP B, for
p L(D)}, No, (D’, L, P) {; P (), P N, for L(D)},
o,(9)_,,( C, 1). If o (. L, p) no (. L P) or to,,,, (9 L, P)

* (O L, P) we say that these spaces (in the left hand side)arep,k

countably local, where L(O) countable subset of L(9). There exists
C:(O) for C:(9) (cf. [1] p. 44).

Definition 1,1. Let I be a totally ordered set of limit or isolated
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ordinal numbers smaller than an inaccessible number, and let F(n) be
a monotone increasing unction rom {1, 2,... into I (not necessarily
strict). Let R(/2" L P)and B*(t9; L P) be countably local by
L(9)-{%,;,-1,2, ...}L(9)for any ieI. (This condition "coun-
tably local" can be omitted.) Let Q denote [p, k, L(9), P] (i e I), and
let Q {Q i e I}.

(i) Lete ,,.. ;L, P) (as a set) let

, ;L, P), where e I, let B be the set in + satisfying

= by the topology in , and let e be a positive rational number’s
double sequence (e,}. Let e,r [(u0; Q,F,D (u; Pu Q,
I%,P(u--Uo),e, for any il,F(,)l} Uo( e B),e]. [Q,F]
denotes the pair (Q,te,r," /e I}). Since (u0;Q,F,e) is a pre-
neighbourhood, Uoe U(u;Q,F,e) my happen. By the same way we

* ( * I})-( {[(u0; q , ) u0, ]" e I)can define Fe,r e
by the norms [Q]{(e F) etc. areI,. I}); also
defined by using Ir- ] l]F(n)}.

[(u0o (9;L P) (as a set). Let(ii) Let Cee-,
Q, F, e) (u Pu , ,P(u-Uo) , e, for any i l, F(,) l}
u0( e B), el. P[Q, F] denotes the pair (Q, e,r& e I}).

* e I})By the same way we can define [Q, F](,
=-(, ([(u0 Q, F, e) u0, ] e I}) by the norms ,.

The definition of {B} is possible under the norms l’" "l, and

II’" "ll,. The use of B and rational e, sometimes makes the con-
struction of ranked space by countable pre-neighbourhoods possible.

o(9; L,P)}Definition 1.2 (i) Let {e,
BlocB’o(9 L P0} and et 5 {,, ,,,(9; L P)}

(),w I}) (f[Q F]
Pi

e I})) can be defined by using the norms [... *,, for lp2(p2)
and by using the norms [..., for p2(1<p< 2).

(),w e I}) and R[Q,F]=(5,(ii) Q, F] (,
can be defined by the similar method as (i) using e,, etc. instead
of e,, etc. This R[Q, F] is the widest space.

Theorem 1.1. Each one of a[Q, F], [e, F], [Q, F], [V,
w F[Q, F], R[Q, F] and F[Q, F] is a ranked space.

Proof. Since for any v0eB and or any positive rational
number’s sequence {,} there exist w0 e B +) and e’ {s,} (satisfying

e:, e (0, ,)) such that Ut(v0; Q,F,e)+(Wo; Q,F,e’) holds from the
property of B), then ft,[Q, F] becomes a ranked space. By the same.
way other spaces also become ranked spaces.

Let I be a totally ordered set consisting of limit or isolated ordinal
numbers smaller than an (inaccessible) number w, let I’I, and let

I"-= {i 1 <i< i, i e I}I’.
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Let /[9, {p, k},F]--[Q,F] by Q-Q(c)-{Q(c)}-{[p, k, (/2), 1]}
and by e,-_- or v,, vi etc. Let {u}-[{u; i e I’, i/}; e F].

Theorem 1.2. (i) If {u i e I’} tends to u in [9, {p, k}, F] uni-
Ro ,(9).quely, {u} becomes a filter base and tends to u in (9) ez

(ii) Suppose that {u} tends to u in (9), and that for any
and for any 0 there exists a pair {(/), i(l, D} of mappings satisfying
the following conditions (1 o), (2o). Here is an one-to-one monotone in-
creasing mapping from I" to a subset of I, and l(1, ) is a mapping from
I"x{e;e>0} to I’. (1) sup{l(u-u) l,..;F(,), z<(1) (zeI,
,- 1, 2, ...), i i(1, D} < . (2) ne" {i 0 < i < (n)} I. If (3 o)
{w;we() (w-u)],,, for F(,) zl(zeI,-1 2,..

D holds for any e I and for any O, then u(i e I’) tends to u uniquely
in [9, {p, k}, F].

Proof. (i) Let I[] be a subset of I and 7, be a monotone increasing
mappingromI[] satisfying e,{i 1i7(/)} =I. If {u ;i e I’} tends
to u in fi[9, {p, k}, F], there exists a Cauchy sequence {()( Q(c), F,
{e()}) e I[7,]} (defined by some , and satisfying ,()(u Q(c), F,

,(.)(t. Q(c), F, {e(’)}) for l l’) such that the following (a)(d) hold
(()) (b) For any e I[7,] there[2] p. 4 (a) ()( G(c), F, {()}) e ,.

exists (1 ) 2 2(1) e I[,] such that (2) < (2 + 1) hold. (c) There
exists a monotone increasing function 7(1) (in wide sense) rom
I[7] to I’ such that ,()(t Q(c),F, {(t)}) u holds or any i7(1) (i e I’).
(d) te,5,()(t Q(c), F, {e()})={u}. Then ()0 is monotone (in wide
sense) decreasing as the unction o l, and {()}-[{() i e I[h], i l}
e I[7,]] tends to 0 in R1. Since 5(t)(u; Q(c), F, {2()}){w; w e

}i(w-u) z,<2() for any i7(1), F(,)7(/)}U()( Q(c), F,
u or i7(1) (i e I’) holds, then {u} tends to u in (9). Namely the

filter made rom {u} contains all neighbourhoods of u by
in (9) or any fixed (Z,,). Even if ()-e(’) and =t. hold or
l< l’(1, l’ e I[,]), and if 7(1) < 7(l’), 5,()(t Q(c), F, {2()}) D (#
(. ;Q(c),F, {2e(’)})holds. I the description of the ranked space by
countable pre-neighbourhoods is possible, I[7,] may become a countable
set.

(ii) Let {li i e I"} be a sequence o limit or isolated ordinal
numbers (satisfying l<l, for ii’ in I") such that I’ l
>Max [/(i, 1/]), i] holds.

(()) u) < 1/] for F(),Since there exists

/7(i) (/ e I’ , natural number)} (())" I").e() , e from (3), /()(, Q(c),
F, {2/]}) {w; w e (), ll(w-u)ll,, < 1/] or any i< r(i), F(,) < 7(i)}
{u,; i’>l, i’ e I’} holds rom the condition (1 ) of Theorem I-2
(ii). Since r()(i,4;Q(c),F,
(]- 1, 2, ...) holds, i/r()(t V(c), F,{(t)}) Ur()(,4/l Q(c),F,{2/4+I})
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for i<l< (the condition of I" is derived from here), {0()({ Q(c),F,
{()});/eI"} is a Cauchy sequence in z[X), {p{,k{},F] such that
,,0()( ;Q(c),P, {()})-- {u} and 0()( ;e(c),F,{()}){u ;i> l<),,
i eI’} for i(4-91<i(40 hold, where i(40-i in {{, and i(4+9:{ in
{<,+. Namely, u{(i e I’) tends to u uniquely in fin[9, {p, k{}, F].

If I’ is countable, (1 ) (2) and (3) naturally hold. If we use {,}
not satisfying .{-, it seems that we may use an inaccessible number

The ranked description of the following concrete space gives an
interpretation to the use of transcendental number.

Example 1.1. Let us treat a compact set 9 in R as 9. Let
{k{() i e I} be an ordered set made from {k(,,)()-l+exp {(log r)
(m sin (2znO+8)+(l+l/m))} m, n are positive integer, 3 e [0, 2z)} and
p{pl. Let(1)--{(rcos0, rsinO);r>l, Oe[O, 2z)},letl()()be the
characteristic function of 9(1) and let, (1)(x) be its inverse Fourier trans-
form. If l].9(1)(X)*U[p,l+exp[(loger)x(l+l/m)} (for e 0) is used as the
topology (, ,), for the space 1o,. Li, P) by . 1,()(x),u]

o (9; Cand if B denotes the closure o no by r, (,n,) =--:(,
loc1,(,(x).) =: --(,0,0),---N’(.0 g, 1,()(x).) holds.

(9; C, 1,()(x).) can be interpreted as the family of such {V(m,n,),,,=:--(,0,0),R(9; C, 1, () (x).)}. This interpretation means that the
description by the transcendental factors is the set of the descriptions
by the suitable countable factors.

2. The space C and the space of analytic functions.

Theorem 1.3. If I has countable elements, if p)l and if k()
=(1 +1), (9)-[9, {p, k}, 1] (-C(9) as a set) holds (el. Theorem
I-2).

Proof. We can prove (9)-[9, {p, k}, 1] by the similar argu-
ment to Theorem I-2. Let p)l. If k()--(l+l), (l+l)/k()
=(1+l)- e L, is valid for ]i--n--1, and for any p’ satisfying

loc1/p+l/p’--I Then B,(9)C(9), (]i--n--l,p)l) follows from
HSrder’s inequality etc. (cf. [1] p. 40, p. 44). Because fi() (/(1

loc((1+1)()) is integrable for lal ]. Namely =B,(9)C(9)
holds. Since C(9)B,(9) follows from the Fourier invariance of

Ro (9) holds. Because ()() (cf. [1] p. 37, p. 44 etc.) C(9)=
cL,--{v; V measurable, Ikv],< +} holds in the topological sense.
Hence [9,{p, k} 1]= ,,B 9-C(9) holds as a set.

E1(D)-{1(o,)(x) w(x0, r)-{x X-Xo I<r}9, r e (0, 1] rational, x0
rational point in 9}, where l(x) is the characteristic function of A.
Let G-Q(A,w(Xo, r))-{G2)[W(Xo, r)]} {1, 1, l(0,)(x), D}, and (,)-1
for finite ,.

Theorem 1.4. Let Ial %1. The Cauchy sequence
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x(0; Q(A,o(Xo, r)), [’, {A’+l[a !)) 2(0; Q(A, oO(Xo, r)), , {A+la !})... in /[{1, 1, E(/2), D}, ] (or (0 Q(A, (Xo, r)), , {A+[a[ })
(0 ;...)... in [{1, 1, E(9), D}, ]) for 1, 2, e I determines

a set of analytic functions on a fixed (Xo, r) correspondent to A)O.
The similar argument holds in fi[{1, 1, E(9),D},] (or in
n[{1, 1, E(9), D}, ]). Here I is the totally ordered set constructed
from {a}.

Proof. Since
A+[a[ holds for any , f e ;= (0 Q(A, (Xo, r)), , {A’+[a[ })
7= (0; Q(A,w(Xo, r)),P, {A’+[a[ }) becomes an analytic unction
in w(x0, r). By the same way f e

7= (0; Q(A, W(Xo, r)), , {A+[al }) is also analytic in (x0, r).
The argument in ( ) or etc. are trivial.

Let 9(D {x x e 9, dist [9, x]) }.
Theorem 1.5. Let rl and M[x]Max [x, 0]. (i) 7= (0;

Q(A, W(Xo, r)), , {A
{A’+a] (]D-’}) and
(O; Q(A,w(xo, M[r-js])),,{A+[a[ (jD-}) for leI hold for any
positive integer ].

(ii) 7= (0 Q(A, W(Xo, r)),, {A’+[a[ })7=z (0 Q(A, w(xo,
M[r--[a[s])), , {A+s-’}) and = (0 Q(A, W(Xo, r)), , {A+[a[ })
7= (0; Q(A,w(xo, M[r--]a]s])),, {A+s-’}) for e I hold. Here
l(xo,r)(X) E(), l(xo,M[r_j])(X) E((r--M[r--js])) and l(xo,[r_i])(X)
e E(9(r--M[r--[ae])) holds in Q(A, W(Xo, r)), Q(A, W(Xo, M[r-]e])) and
Q(A, W(Xo, M[r--[[e])) respectively.

Proof. Suppose that [l(o.)(x)Df[[A’+[a[ (for a fixed A
and for a fixed x0) holds for any a. Since w(x0, r-is) is empty unless
]1, [[l(xo,_)(x)Df[A+]a[ (]D-’ or any a. Then (i) holds.

Furthermore [[l(o._.)(x)Df[A+[a[ A+[a[’ holds
or any a. Since w(x0, r-[a[D is empty unless [a[el, 1(0.,_)
(x)Df A’+([a[e)z-A+e- holds for any a. Then (ii) holds.

Let Q(A, W(Xo, r- ), 2) {2, 1, l(o.r_)(X), D}. N(u) 1(o,_
(x)u[,--[ l(0._)(x)u[ is used in the definition of (0; Q(A,w(Xo,
r-D, 2), , {e,})= (0 Q(A, W(Xo, r-), 2), P{,.}) etc. in [{2, 1, E(9),
D"}, ] Pz[{2, 1, E(9), D"}, ].

Theorem 1.6. If u is determined by the Cauchy sequence
{(0; e(A,w(Xo, r--c),2),,{B’"+( a]/c)’"’}) ;1-1,2, eI.} in z[{2,
1, E1(9), D"}, ] (or by the Cauchy sequence {(0 Q(A, W(Xo, r-c), 2),
,{B"+(a/c)");1--1,2, in I} in [{2,1, E(9),D"},]), there
exists CO such that u is determined by the Cauchy sequence
{(0 Q(A,w(xo, r-c’)), , {C" a !}) ;/-1,2, e I.} in [{1,1, E(9),
D"}, ] (or by the Cauchy sequence {(0 Q(A, W(Xo, r-c’)), , {C })}
in [{1, 1, E(9), D"}, ]). Here C’>C> O.
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Proof. I l(xo,r_c)(x)Dul2,1<B’l+l(lal/C)’’ holds, application of
l(xo,r-c,(x)Dul 1 C -]l<n I(xo,r-,)(x)D/ull, or u e C((O(Xo,r-c’))
(c. [1] p. 109) gives ]ll(o,_,(x)Du]C(B/C)ll(lal/n)l’+n with a
constant C 0.
Since C(B/C)II(Ia + n)I1/ C(B/C)IIeII///2( al/n) 1 / n)
=CM(Be/C)IIe a + n) (ll + n--l)... (11/1)//2(l+n) Xl]! < C1

la]! holds 2or sufficiently large lal and or a given C0, this
Theorem I-6 holds.
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